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What is Data Science? 



AI,ML,DEEP LEARNING?











TYPICAL DATA SCIENTIST JOB







CENTRALIZED:

• Executive Sponsorship is required
• Data Science Team supplies Analytics to Organization 



DECENTRALIZED:

• Executive Sponsorship is required
• Each Business Unit will have AI Team in the Organization 



HYBRID:

• Executive Sponsorship is required
• Has AI Team in  Business Units and COE



AI Eco System:



AI Eco System:



Sample Use Case:

https://c3.nasa.gov/dashlink/projects/85/

This NASA web page contains flight recorder data collected in 35 RJ-85 aircrafts of Mesaba airlines. Each aircraft is identified 
by its tail number and there are folders for each tail number. For example, flight data of 687 tail number is in 
https://c3.nasa.gov/dashlink/resources/664/ There are multiple zip files for each tail number. Inside each zip file, data is 
stored in MAT (matlab) format. There are around 180 diverse flight parameters in each file. Some of them could be simple 
parameters (like latitude, longitude, altitude) while others could be complex (like lateral acceleration, flap position etc). Each 
parameter might have been recorded at different frequency and hence could have different sampling rate. 

Expectations:

 Candidate could download one or more tail numbers’ data
 Candidate is expected to build an exploratory analysis to demonstrate fuel usage anomaly using fuel usage and flight path 

parameters in the file. Fuel usage could be measured by using fuel flow rate (FF_1, FF_2 etc) or fuel quantity (FQTY_1, 
FQTY_2) in the fuel tank parameters. Latitude and longitude parameters could be used to analyze and build flight path. 

 Analysis is expected in Jupyter notebook formats. Candidate is free to choose any programming languages like 
R/Python/Scala

 Candidate is free to choose any other anomalous behavior from the data and arrive at the exploratory analysis to 
substantiate it. 

One slider to explain the approach and results is expected as part of the submission.



Aircraft Journey Phases:



EDA:



Anomaly Detection:




